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Imagine driving along
 the road, with no
 apparent signs of car
 trouble, then
 everything just stops
 — braking,
 acceleration, engine,
 electronics. Or
 picture yourself
 working on an

 important report, then your computer suddenly shuts down,
 unable to be revived.
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Although these scenarios may be caused by any number of
 factors, one possible cause could be something known as
 electromagnetic interference, when something interrupts or
 overloads the operation of an electronic component, often
 causing a ripple effect throughout the device.

Now a team from the University of New Mexico and the
 University of Maryland are collaborating to study this issue.
 The team received a six-year, $6 million grant that creates an
 Air Force Office of Scientific Research Center of Excellence
 focusing on the science of electronics in extreme
 electromagnetic environments.

“You can think of high-powered electromagnetics like a
 lightning bolt,” said Edl Schamiloglu, distinguished professor
 of electrical and computer engineering. “We know that you
 can have a power surge in a storm that can lead to blackouts.
 At one extreme, the impact of high-powered electromagnetics
 can be devastating like a lightning storm.”

Schamiloglu, the lead researcher on the project, said cars
 stopping and electronics going dead are extreme examples of
 the problem. What this team will be looking at is more subtle:
 how high-power electromagnetics can stress electronics a
 little bit beyond their proper operating point, which can cause
 all kinds of unexpected and unpredictable behavior, including
 failure.

“All of the components in modern electronics are rated to
 operate within a certain specification,” he said. “So the idea
 we’re looking at is what happens if you take a single
 component, like a microprocessor that should be operating at
 5 volts and now it’s operating a 6 volts? Stressing one
 component beyond specifications may not be too harmful, but
 what happens if everything gets stressed a little? How does
 the entire system respond?”

Schamiloglu said the intended outcome of the center’s
 research will be to come up with predictive models of how
 failure will happen.

“What we’re after is attempting to use science and our
 understanding to be able to predict when and how electronics
 will fail under stress. This is unlike earlier approaches that
 were employed that sought to create a database and use
 statistics to come up with probabilities of failure. If we can
 come up with science-based predictive models, then we could
 come up with techniques to mitigate against that,” he said.

The effort is being led by UNM. In addition to Schamiloglu,
 others on the UNM team include co-PI Greg Heileman,
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 professor of electrical and computer engineering and
 associate provost; Sameer D. Hemmady, research assistant
 professor in electrical and computer engineering; Payman
 Zarkesh-Ha, associate professor of electrical and computer
 engineering; Zhen Peng, assistant professor of electrical and
 computer engineering; and David Dietz, research professor in
 electrical and computer engineering.

Schamiloglu said that although the primary purpose of the
 project is to collect information for the Air Force and its
 operations, the repercussions are likely to be much wider.

“The whole idea of electromagnetic threats is a burgeoning
 problem. This is something that concerns not just the military,
 but the banking system, the Internet, airports, radar systems,
 landing systems, guidance systems, hydroelectric dams,
 water supply, and the power grid,” he said. “The concern is
 our society is so dependent on electronics that if you were to
 remove a critical component somewhere it could lead to this
 unpredicted set of cascading failures.”

He said long-term impacts of the research could include
 helping electronics manufacturers improve their products.

“Some of our work could lead to published standards which
 could guide manufacturers when they make their products in
 the future to make them better so they are less vulnerable to
 potential threats,” he said.

Much of the research on the project will be conducted at UNM
 and is expected to begin this fall. Four UNM graduate
 students are expected to work on the project. The University
 of Maryland team will be looking primarily at how a model
 they pioneered — the random coupling model — can affect
 electronic systems.
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